Tulsa, Oklahoma

Build. St. John's Episcopal Church

Date of Completion May 15, 1971

Persons Interested

Minister

Denomination

Architect

We have retained the four horizontal steel divisions.

Vents

Position Chapel Windows

Height from floor Protection Groove Metal

Rabbet Stone

Wood

13 Ft. @ $61.55 per Ft. Footage

Exposure (white) 1st. (on) Walter Joseph Salmon 1870 - 1953

Franklin Weaver Simms 1896 - 1959

1st. (black) Francis Key Brooks Bishop - 1893 - 1918

2nd.

Design wanted Staging

Templates Blueprints

General Information 

Saint Andrew and Saint Peter (right)

(first of the Chapel windows)

Saint Peter holds the traditional Keys and his inverted cross is indicated below.

Saint Andrew has his diagonal cross with another of his symbols, the fishes below.

We have given the figures considerably more action than was indicated in the earlier sketch of Saints John and James.

The fields would be kept light in pearly tints to provide an abundance of illumination and the borders would be in alternate warm and cool colors in other pairs.

In the base we have indicated a space for a memorial inscription and also for the name and dates of your First Bishop.

Perhaps this should be in dark letters on the light field at the very bottom?

Price: $800.00

Loss: $453.21 - .566%
I like the colors and the feeling of strength and the emphasis on these saints being men in action. I believe the light background is to the point—
for we are fighting for light, in more than one way.

* * * * *